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SEPARATION DYNAMICS OF MULTIBODY CLUSTERS OF HINGED
AND/OR LINKED LIFTING-ENTRY VEHICLES

M.J. LANFRANCO
M.J. HURLEY, JR.
Sr. Aerodynamics Engineer
Design Specialist
Convair division of General Dynamics
San Diego, California

ABSTRACT

A digital simulation has been developed to compute the
kinematics of separation of as many as five auxiliary
(boost) elements attached around the periphery of a
central core (orbital) element in six rigid-body degrees
of freedom for the core and three rigid-body degrees of
freedom for each attached auxiliary element. Once sep
arated, all vehicles have six degrees of freedom. All
vehicles are assumed to be lifting-entry vehicles and
calculations include the aerodynamic properties of both
auxiliary and core elements, in addition to the aero
dynamic interference obtained from wind tunnel tests.
Several separation mechanism options, such as rear
pivot, linkages, and lateral thrusters are provided.
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Recent studies have sought to define an earth-to-orbit
transportation system with costs an order of magni
tude lower than present operational systems. These
studies have demonstrated that such a system should con
sist of a cluster (as opposed to a tandem arrangement)
of lifting-entry vehicles with vertical takeoff and powered
horizontal landing . Multiple usage represents only one
of the essentials for the new system. Other elements
that reduce costs are aircraft flight test procedure, longlife components, flexibility for multiple use, etc.
One concept (which has engendered considerable in
terest in that it significantly reduces costs) is based
upon reusing all system elements. Figure 1 illustrates
several such arrangements. All consist of one or more
booster elements and one orbiter element conjoined in a
parallel arrangement at launch. All elements (except,
perhaps, the core) are rocket-powered, vertical-take off,
horizontal-landing vehicles. The special three-element
cluster in Figure 1 contains vehicles that are aerodynamically similar and have nearly identical basic struc
tures and propulsion systems. This high degree of
similarity circumvents the higher development costs
associated with dissimilar elements.
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Figure 1. Fully Reusable Launch Vehicle Config
i
urations,
In one concept, the engines in the orbital element draw
propellant from the other two booster sections until stag
ing; then, the two sections are staged off and the orbital
element accelerates to orbital velocity. The two staged
elements make a gliding entry and a powered, horizontal
landing.
Figure 2 traces a typical operation profile for the
clustered space shuttle concept. This two-element
cluster is launched vertically and stages at about 218, 000
feet and 9, 500 fps — as is typical of present expendable
launch vehicle systems. The boost element then separates
and makes a gliding-lifting body entry. At subsonic velo
city, the boost element deploys stowed airbreathing turbofan engines and cruises back to the launch site. The
orbital element accelerates to orbit with its payload, com
pletes its mission, then enters at nearly orbital velocity
and reaches subsonic speed at a point close to its intended
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lowest pitch mass moment of inertia. The element
whose pitch rotation is sufficiently small for small
angle approximation is the core. As suspected, either
element at upper left in Figure I may be termed the
core, depending on the separation concept investigated.

ORBITAL
OPERATIONS
STAGING

PROGRAM CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
ENTRY
BOOSTER CRUISE

Preliminary analyses of clustered lifting-entry vehicles
were performed before any effort was made to determine
separation loads and trajectories for an N-body separa
tion. The preliminary studies afforded an opportunity to
investigate a wide variety of possible separation mech
anisms (with applicable supporting vehicle data) before
undertaking detailed computer program design. These
scoping (conceptual) analyses resulted in the selected
program design. Objectives to be met by the computer
simulation were.

ORBITER
ENTRY

Figure 2, Operations Profile for Fully Reusable
Shuttle Vehicle.

1. Handle up to six clustered bodies.

landing site so that requirements for cruiseback propel lant are minimized. Cruiseback and horizontal aircrafttype powered approach and landing are the same for both
booster and orbiter vehicles.

2. Solve the kinematics in six degrees of rigid-body
freedom for each body.

For larger payloads, the boost elements can be ar
ranged in larger symmetrical clusters, as shown in
Figure 1. An important factor in final boost element
sizing is its potential applications, thus ensuring efficient
long-term operation.

3. Accommodate several separation options; e.g.,
rear pivot, springs, lateral thrusters, linkages.
4. Determine separation clearances, rates, and loads.
5. Perform a (preliminary) parametric evaluation of a
candidate separation system.
These statements embody the primary program objectives;
to them should be added the secondary objectives as they
relate directly to the computer program:

Stage separation has long been recognized as a major
problem area. Unlike typical stage separation, the de
pleted space shuttle booster is as massive as the orbiter
element so that large intervehicular interaction is prob
able, In particular, abort separation is likely to yield
the highest loading condition, since aerodynamic loading
is significantly higher during the abort regime. Aerody
namic loading»ineludlng interference effects, dominate
the separation dynamics for all but the lowest aerody
namic pressures. The separating boost elements must
clear or withstand the orbital element exhaust plume, as
well as clear its hard structure under all probabilitistic
conditions. Following separation, the boost element(s)
must initiate a capture mode and reorient to a trimmed
attitude for subsequent re-entry. The program maneuv
ers for two or more boost elements must preclude their
recontact. Detailed wind tunnel testing and subsequent
analyses will be required to verify the final stage
separation method selected.

6. Modularize program for ease of modification.
7. Minimize computer run time insofar as practicable.
8. Minimize computer core-space requirements
(hence, turnaround time) consistent with other
objectives.
To make parametric evaluations with such a program
practicable, it is imperative that the secondary object
ives be met.
Release Mechanisms
Four release mechanisms were considered for possible
inclusion in the separation simulation:
1. An aft-hinge arrangement.

In the following discussions, the element carrying the
payload and destined to orbit is usually called the core.
The element (or elements) necessary to boost the core
into orbit is usually called the auxiliary. More generally
and for purposes of model derivation, the element (or ele
ments) that undergoes the larger pitch rotation upon sepe ration is an auxiliary and is generally the element with the
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2. A translational-rotational linkage arrangement.
3. An inclined rail-ramp arrangement.
4. A thrust-augmented free-body separation.

The aft hinge arrangement investigated and found suit
able could be one of three types: a free hinge, an inter
locking hinge, or a combination. The free hinge (clevis
pin) will become restraint-free whenever the clevis drops
out of compression loading. Since the clevis MU" is de
signed to carry its primary load along its symmetric
axis, clevis orientation is assumed to be initially longi
tudinal to carry the "weight" load of the auxiliaries after
engine cutoff. The interlocking hinge provides a pinjoint restraint until a specified rotation has been attained,
at which point it becomes restraint-free. The combina
tion acts like a pin-joint until the specified rotation has
been reached and like a clevis-pin thereafter. Since the
clevis depth is small and the pin-joint disconnect mech
anism fast, the kinematics of becoming restraint-free can
be ignored — assumed to occur instantaneously. Pre
liminary studies indicate a preference for the interlock
ing hinge over the clevis-pin arrangement; the clevispin (free-hinge) was dropped from further consideration.
The translational -rotational linkage arrangement is
presumed to be a four-bar linkage system. To rotatetranslate the inert auxiliaries away from the thrust-sup
ported core, the auxiliary pivots must be located forward
of those on the core. Thus, the links will initially be in
compression. A simple journal-bearing is assumed at
the core pivots and auxiliary pivots. The linkage becomes
restraint-free when released (sheared) at the core pivots
and continues its rotation until contact with the auxiliary
airframe where it is snubbed and latched. Since the
member is designed principally for compression or ten
sion loading (little bending moment), it is assumed to be
a thin-walled tube and essentially massless. (Indeed,
considering the link length required for this separation
mechanism, a severe performance penalty would be in
curred for a more massive structure.) To ensure a
simple linkage arrangement, it is assumed that the pri
mary ascent thrust loads are transmitted through another
fitting that becomes restraint-free at the initiation of the
release sequence. Being essentially massless, the link
age dynamics can be ignored. Different link-lengths of
the fore and aft set are allowed to effect a larger out
board translation of the auxiliary's nose pre-release.
Both the aft hinge and the translational-rotational link
age are devices to ensure clearance in the initial clear
ance-critical phase of separation. As such, tangential
and rotational motions are presumed restricted while the
restraints are in effect (that the aft hinge is dual and the
linkage is four-bar).
The thrust-augmented free-body separation is re
straint-free at initiation of separation. Separation forces
are assumed to result from auxiliary-mounted springs
(displacement function), auxiliary-mounted thrust motors
(time function), or the lateral component of one or more
of the auxiliary's main ascent rocket engines. In this
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latter case, the auxiliaries are being supported by their
main propulsion engines and a nearly pu lateral separ
ation is possible. Forces derived from .nist motor and
main ascent engine plume impingement are ignored due
to their complexity. Since little interest was developed
for this scheme, only the case with a fixed-vectored main
ascent rocket engine was provided.
The inclined rail-ramp arrangement was summarily
discarded as offering little advantage over the other two
restraint mechanisms while having severe packaging and
weight problems and large bending moments toward the
end of the travel.
Abort Philosophy
In an effort to uncover the most likely abort situations,
Atlas launch vehicle failures were surveyed since the
Atlas boost trajectory is similar to that of a space shuttle
and the flight hardware operating during the boost phase
is similar. Further, Atlas has one of the longest opera
tional flight records (approximately 350 flights of a nearconsistent configuration) and readily available failure
records. The results of this survey are summarized in
Table 1.
It was concluded from the survey that situations can
occur (mainly associated with an irreversible situation)
where an immediate abort would be required. An immedi
ate abort is a situation where it is impossible or too
dangerous to delay the interstage separation to achieve a
more optimum separation environment. The abort
philosophy was formulated:
1. In an immediate abort situation, initiate separation
immediately and attempt maximum clearance in
minimum time.
Table 1. Operational Atlas flight failure summary.
IF SPACE SHUTTLE, COULD
IT REQUIRE IMMEDIATE ABORT?

SYSTEM

Flight Control

15

Hydraulic (Rocket Engine)

13

No (Multi-engine redundancy)

Propulsion

13

No (Multi-engine redundancy)

Guidance (Airborne)

7

No (parallel redundancy)

No (Parallel redundancy)

Electrical

7

No (End-to-end redundancy)

Pneumatics

5

No (Independent engines;
vapor pressure in tanks for
L02/LH2)

Propellant Feed

'!)

Yes

Airframe

©

Yes

Guidance (Ground)
Fire

2
0

Not applicable
Yes

Launcher

1

Not applicable

Propellant Utilization

1

No (Fail safe)

Range Safety

1

Not applicable

2. In a non-immediate abort situation, take appropri
ate action (e.g., cutoff of a damaged engine) and
proceed to a set of conditions more conducive to
separation before initiating the separation sequence.
Since the majority of immediate abort situations on Atlas
occurred midway or beyond in the boost phase, it is rea
sonable to presume that sufficient altitude and velocity
(energy) will have been gained to ensure time for separa
tion, stabilization, draining propellants, engine deploy
ment, etc. before impending ground impact.
Separation System Objectives
The objectives of candidate separation schemes were
formulated as follows. Any separation scheme:
1. Should use a simple, reliable separation mechanism
— preferably one proven in similar applications.
2. Should be a passive scheme if possible; e.g., not
require special separation thrusters.
3. Should be readily extendable to an abort situation
with maximum probability of saving equipment.
4. Should provide an acceptable level of acceleration
to the pilots so as not to degrade their piloting
function.

2. The scheme is passive in that the auxiliaries rotate
off the hinge due to their offset mass center in con
junction with the still-accelerating core. For the
range of dynamic pressures expected during the
ascent phase, no separation thrusters would be re
quired — however, the core must be under thrust.
3. The scheme is readily extendable to abort situa
tions (as wind-tunnel tests amply demonstrated).
4. From the result to date, it is concluded that the
restrictions imposed on the pilots 1 environment
will never be exceeded.
5. A limiting case of this scheme (a zero-degree
hinge angle at release, i.e., an instantaneous re
lease) maximizes the energy imparted to the core
(that is, as soon after shutdown as is safe). This
maximization comes about since the auxiliaries
can be allowed to burn to depletion before engine
cutoff. Only unburnable residuals and residuals
due to errors in the propellant utilization system
(both intrastage and interstage) need remain. How
ever, delayed (controlled) release will be neces
sary to meet the remaining objectives and will in
cur additional — although small — performance
losses.
The remaining objectives to be satisfied are:

5. Should maximize — to the extent practicable — the
energy imparted to the core; e.g., minimize time
that core is supporting the auxiliaries and mini
mize unburned auxiliary propeilants.

6. The staging auxiliaries should clear the turbulent
region caused by the core exhaust plume.
7. The scheme should maximize the clearance-time
profile (especially under abort conditions to mini
mize the explosion hazard).

6. Should provide clearance between the auxiliaries
and the turbulent region caused by the core's ex
haust plume (in most instances).

8. To avoid potential adverse hypersonic aerodynamic
properties at large angles of attack, attempt to
limit a to 60 degrees or less.

7. Should maximize the clearance-time profile (es
pecially under abort conditions to minimize the
explosion hazard).

These objectives can be met by controlling the remaining
system variables: the hinge angle at release, and the
minimum allowable dynamic pressure at separation ini
tiation. As an example, the following separation system
parameters were selected for an early space shuttle
three-element cluster configuration following a prelim
inary parameter study:

8. Should avoid potential adverse hypersonic aerody
namic properties at large angles of attack by
attempting to limit a to 60 degrees or less.
Preliminary Release System Evaluation
An aft hinge (or linkage) separation of the auxiliary ele
ments from the core element while the core is still
under thrust was selected as being the most promising
scheme consonant with these objectives. Several of the
stated objectives can be met at the onset using an aft
hinge system:

1. The hinge release angle should be 20 ± 5 degrees.
2. The nominal/minimum dynamic pressure at stag
ing is 50/40 psf.

1. The aft hinge separation mechanism has been used
successfully for many aerodynamic fairing ejections
(e. g. , for the Atlas-Centaur, Surveyor and OAOA2 missions) and was a scheme in contention to
separate Titan in strap-on solid motors.
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3. The auxiliary aerodynamic controls must be acti
vated shortly following disengagement (to restrict
a. to 60 degrees or less).
4. The performance penalty of this separation system
over an optimum (zero hinge release angle) system
is 32 ±2 fps core velocity loss.

5. The maximum rigid-body hinge loads were estimat
ed to occur at maximum dynamic pressure and re
sulted in a reasonable design.
These preliminary separation system parameters pro
vided satisfactory performance over a wide range of
nominal and abort conditions.

In conclusion, the proposed lateral separation scheme
had several serious drawbacks not characteristic of the
aft-hinge scheme outline above, in addition to being nonpassive. This system was subsequently dropped.

EQUATION DEVELOPMENT

A parallel free-body separation scheme was briefly
analyzed for applicability to a three-element cluster.
For this scheme, the inboard engine provides a compar
able acceleration to that of the core and the lateral im
pulse to initiate separation, being gimbaled through the
auxiliary eg to produce no rotational moments (that could
cause tip or tail collision in short order). Two arrange
ment stacks are possible: the auxiliaries in a belly-tobelly sandwich about the core, or a similar back-to-back
sandwich. The arrangements differ in that the lateral eg
offset is located toward the auxiliary's belly; (a normal
circumstance for winged vehicles); the resultant initial
lateral separation acceleration is therefore correspond
ingly larger for the back-to-back stack. The following
conclusions were reached:

Equations were developed for two complete systems:
articulating cluster, and single element.
The articulating cluster consists of a core element
and up to five auxiliary elements attached by linkages.
Each auxiliary is constrained to have at most two de
grees of rigid-body freedom while attached. The core
has six degrees of rigid-body freedom. As a result,
the cluster has up to 16 degrees of freedom, depending
upon the number of auxiliaries attached.
The single-element equations are applicable to either
the core or an individual auxiliary. Care is taken to de
fine the coordinate system so that the equations apply to
both. Since each element uses the equations serially in
the integration process (rather than being solved as an
interdependent system with 6 x 6 = 36 degrees of rigidbody freedom), simplifying assumptions have to be made
in defining the effects of the interference aerodynamics.
Equation development is briefly traced in the following
paragraphs.

The belly-to-belly stack
1. Provides unacceptable initial separation accelera
tion and unacceptable clearance-time envelopes.
2. Requires unattractive alternative techniques to the
fixed-angle thrusting main auxiliary engine (e.g.,
activating auxiliary engine control in the proximity
of the core or use of separation thrusters to attain
initial separation clearance).

Linkage Constraint Equations
The system linking any representative auxiliary and the
core element gives rise to a set of constraint equations
that must be solved simultaneously with the equations
for all degrees of freedom of the system. Two linkages
are provided, as shown in Figure 3. Appendix A demon
strates that these systems can be considered equivalent
to the more complex swing-bar linkage system with zero
core-mounted link separation length (LC = 0).

The back-to-back stack
1. Provides unacceptable separation acceleration at
aerodynamic trim conditions and the probability of
reconnection (collision).
2. Requires unattractive alternative techniques to the
fixed-angle thrusting main auxiliary engine (e.g.,
activating auxiliary engine or aerodynamic control
in the proximity of the core to maintain zero or
negative angles of attack).
Both schemes
1. Require an elaborate throttling sequence before
separation can be initiated.
2. Require use of the inboard auxiliary engines to
achieve separation under either nominal or abort
separation conditions.
3. Require propellants plus propellant reserve onboard
the auxiliary elements that cannot be used to impart
energy to the core.
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The auxiliary is attached to the core through linkages.
The lower link of length LI makes an angle j3 with the
core and may vary in length so as to push the auxiliary
element outward to provide more separation clearance.
Thus, the lower link length acceleration, LlDD(t), is
considered an exogeneous variable and may vary with
time. The upper link of length L2 makes an angle y
with the core and is a fixed length. Both links are com
pression-tension members that are attached to the core
and the auxiliary with frictionless, planar pivots; i.e.,
the pivots are free to rotate in the plane of motion but
provide rigid support out of plane. All elastic effects
are ignored.
Under the linkage motion, the auxiliary element mass
center is displaced from the core- referenced pivot

SIMPLE HINGE OR
ACTUATED LINKAGE

SWING BAR LINKAGE

Figure 3. Linkage Systems.

(lower link, core end) a variable distance -ZHI (Z from
the Hinge) along the auxiliary z-axis (belly towards the
core) and a variable distance + XHI (X from the Hinge)
along the auxiliary x-axis (forward). The auxiliary, thus
displaced,, makes an .angle 9 with the core. Note that 0
is right-hand about the auxiliary's pitch axis (y-axis) and
can, be considered the auxiliary's pitch angle. Since there
exists at most 'two degrees of freedom of the auxiliary, 0
and LI are considered the endogeneous variables and a
constraint equ.ati.OT set is developed, relating XHI, ZHI, j8
and y to 0 and LI. 'This eliminates two variables (viz
XHI and ZHI) from the cluster dynamics coefficient
matrix; the addition of the unknown, compressive link
thrusts Tl and T2 (in links LI and L2) re-establishes
the coefficient matrix.
Note that the actuated linkage acts as a simple hinge
if LI is of fixed length. (LI, L2, LA is a fixed triangle).
Actuation of link LI in the swingbar linkage provides
another way of providing further clearance beyond the
simple link-separation adjustment. The desired solution,
accepts Ll(0), LlDD(t), L2, LA, and LC as input
variables and thereby specifies the linkage system in, use.
Appendix A. demonstrates' that this method, is feasible,.
Note that an additional complexity arises 'with the swingbar linkage wherein 8 = 8(/J t y f LI) is. multiplevalued,*
Model Assumptions

The following assumptions (restrictions) were made to
simplify the equation, deviation while not oversimplifying
the physical problem. The more serious restrictions
are marked by an asterisk (*).

1. There is only one core in the cluster and from one
to five auxiliaries.
2. The auxiliaries are presumed to be identical aero
dynamic bodies, although they may differ in mass
properties, thrust levels, and other non-aerody
namic ways.
*3. The auxiliary pivot mounts are assumed symmetri
cally located about their +z-axis (belly mounted).
Due to possible core asymmetry, the core pivot
mounts do not necessarily have cross-sectional
symmetry. The linkage system hinge-point sepa
ration lengths LA and LC are presumed colinear
with the auxiliary and core body axis systems,
respectively.

4. No release mechanism will be postulated to sustain
large impact loading (e, g,, a linkage system will
not be configured to "bottom out," thus absorbing
the auxiliary's impact loading),
5. Each auxiliary must be able to 'become a free-body
independent of the others. (This is a reliability
consideration and is meant to preclude the capabili
ty to study only those mechanisms which, free the
rotating auxiliaries based on sensed motion; e. g.,, *
based on all auxiliaries 'having attained, 10 degrees
hinged motion, or better before simultaneous'
release is initiated,)
6. The auxiliaries should use their aerodynamic prop
erties to enhance separation and separation clear
ance, if practicable.
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7. The mass of each auxiliary is a substantial fraction
of the mass of the core; the force contribution of
each auxiliary to the core cannot be ignored.
*8. It is presumed that the core is being supported (ac
celerated) and controlled rotationally by its main
ascent rocket engines during the separation
sequence. (This does not preclude a reduced
thrust level or one engine out operation, but pre
sumes a force to induce separation.)
9. Only rigid-body motion will be considered (no elas
tic contribution, effects of sloshing propellants,
etc.).
10. The auxiliaries are not beiiig controlled in the
proximity of the core except through pivots or
linkages designed expressly for that purpose.
(This, is a reliability consideration to prevent coreauxiliary interaction through control system com
petition. ) Once released, however, they may be
controlled rotationally with their aerodynamic
control surfaces.

Many of these assumptions were made for convenience
and could be easily removed. Those marked with an *
would necessitate equation re derivation.
Model Equations
Two coordinate systems were designed consistent with
the above assumptions. The cluster (and thereby the
core) is initially aligned so that the x-axis is forward,
the y-axis towards the right "wing", and the z-axis pre
dominantly down; the axes represent conventional air
craft coordinates. Angular deflections carry the body
axes but not the program-reference coordinate system.
Each auxiliary has a coordinate system of its own.
The I**1 auxiliary's coordinate system is obtained from
the coordinate system for the cluster (or core) by rotat
ing through the angle AHINGE(I) about the program-ref
erence coordinate system, where AHINGE(I) is the
placement of the I*h auxiliary around the core starting at
the core 12 o'clock position (negative z-axis); see Figure 4.

*11. Being aerodynamic bodies, ail large maneuvers of
the auxiliaries take place in pitch. TTiis implies
that the auxiliary +z-axis intersects the core
centerline.

AMI.

12. Only the intervehicular kinematics are solved ex
actly; it is assumed that the time period of interest
is so small that approximation to the composite
trajectory can be made.

+Z CG COR

13. The element's mass flow rates are ignored and the
mass properties are kept constant.
VIEW LOOKING FORWARD

14. It is assumed that the hinge angles before release
are less than 90 degrees.

X

c

15. The core element angular displacements and their
derivatives are presumed to be small.
16. The auxiliary element's angular displacements and
their derivatives are presumed to be small, except
for its pitch rotation and rotational rate.
17. IXY, IXZ, and YCG are small for all elements.
YCG for the core is assumed negligibly small due
to its larger percentage of propellant mass at
separation.
18. The element-cluster is assumed to have a fixed
pointing reference (vector) before disengagement
and the core retains this pointing reference after
disengagement.

VIEWA-A

Figure 4. Placement of the I*h Auxiliary on Core.

19. The core, being controlled rotationally with its
main propulsion engines, has aerodynamic surfaces
fixed at constant deflection (if any).
20. The auxiliaries, being controlled rotationally with
their aerodynamic control surfaces, have fixed
main propulsion engine thrust vectors.
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Using the assumptions and the defined coordinate sys
tem, the cluster vehicle equations were derived (gener
ated) by digital program P3730 using Kirckhoff's formu
lation of Lagrange f s equations for a moving coordinate
system. Program P3730 derives the equations of motion
of mechanical systems and produces Fortran-like code2 .

Digital Program P5263 was used to condense the output
code from P3730 into Fortran, which was used as the pre
liminary subroutine. The beauty of P3730 is the ease
with which equations may be generated from a compact
system specification, including applicable small parame
ter approximations. Its disadvantage is the non-optimum
code that results. Both P3730 and P5263 are documented
in Ref. 3. An example of the output from P3730 is con
tained in the Appendix C.

each step of integration, it uses the Runge-Kutta-Merson
method of numerical integration. DIFEQ uses the inte
gral (or state) vector, VI, and the independent variable
(TIME). It evaluates the derivative vector, V2 (the
derivative of VI), by means of a supplied subroutine
which similarly operates on VI and TIME. Output is
accomplished through another supplied subroutine which
produced the required output functions operating on VI,
V2, and TIME.

Using the core's coordinate system, the single-vehicle
equations were also derived by digital program P3730 and
are presented in Appendix C. Note, however, that these
equations were condensed before encoding. Thus,
the single-vehicle equations are referenced to that
vehicle's coordinate system and apply equally to the core
or an auxiliary.

For each free body, there are six degrees of rigidbody freedom: X, Y, Z, RX, RY, and RZ, where R
denotes "rotation about". There are an additional six
degrees of freedom associated with the control system
for each body: DELTAR, DELTAP, DELTAY (the three
components of the attitude controller (main propulsion
engine or aerodynamic surfaces) in roll, pitch, and yaw),
ERRORIR, ERRORIP, ERRORIY (the corresponding inte
grals of the control system error signals in roll, pitch,
and yaw). Thus, each vehicle, as a free body, has 12
degrees of freedom. These 12 plus the basic body de
rivatives DX, DY, DZ, DRX, DRY, and DRZ, form the
state vector (VI) for any free body at a given TIME.
There are 18 components in the free-body state vector.

The clearance expansion between each auxiliary and
the core was similarly derived by P3730 as a matter of
convenience. These clearance expansions are used in
the output subroutine and also to compute the intervehieular gap for the aerodynamic calculations.
Appendix B derives the approximated trajectory equa
tions for the composite cluster and the individual single
bodies. This approximation provided for specifying the
prevailing dynamic pressure (QAERO) on input and allow
ing an exponential decay from that value.
During the finalization phase of the program develop
ment, interest was expressed in two-element clusters
(Figure 1). This arrangement raised concern as to
whether the small angle approximation might be violated
for the core. The program restriction for a single aux
iliary was removed and a two-element cluster was simu
lated to evaluate the core's excursion. It was noted
that the excursions were within the small angle approxi
mation, even at the maximum aerodynamic pressure
separation regime.

DIGITAL PROGRAM DESIGN
The overall program design was dictated by the require
ments of modularity and those special requirements of
the selected integration subroutine (DIFEQ). A brief
kernel-outward discussion of the program design is given
below.
The programming language used was Fortran IV. The
program is fully documented in Reference 4.
Integration
The selected integration subroutine (DIFEQ) integrates a
system of first-order differential equations. To perform
1-36

The derivative vector, V2, is composed of the deriva
tives of VI: DX, DY, DZ, DRX, DRY, DRZ, DDOTR,
DDOTP, DDOTY, ERRORR, ERRORP, ERRORY, DDX,
DDY, DDZ, DDRX, DDRY, and DDRZ. Note that the
first six are merely the higher order components of the
state vector, the next six are the control system vari
ables ("DELTA DOT ROLL", etc.) and the last six are
the accelerations for the six degrees of rigid-body free
dom for each vehicle. There are (obviously) 18 compon
ents in the derivative vector.
When supplied TIME and VI, subroutine SINGLE will
compute V2 for use by DIFEQ in the solution of singlebody dynamics (via the equations in Appendix C).
When considered as a cluster, the degrees of freedom
for each auxiliary element are added to those of the core
to produce the expanded state vector (still VI) for the
articulating cluster. Each auxiliary is initially assumed
to have three degrees of rigid-body freedom: XAUX,
ZAUX, RYAUX. It is constrained to have motion only in
its pitch plane while attached to the core through inter
connecting linkage. By means of the Linkage Constraint
Equations (Appendix A), the three degrees of freedom are
reduced to (at most) two, represented by the core-rela
tive hinge angle, THETA, and the lower pivot point span,
LI (the span between the lower pivot on the core and the
lower pivot on the auxiliary). These latter two variables
and their first derivatives are added to the lower positions
of the state vector VI so that VI then reads: THETA(I), L1(I),
DTHETA(I), DL1(I), X, Y, Z, RX, etc., where there
are at most five components of the vectors THETA(I),
L1(I), DTHETA(I), and DL1(I). The corresponding

derivative vector, V2, reads DTHETA(I), DL1(I),
DDTHETA(I), DDL1(I), DX, DY, etc. The maximum re
quired length of either VI or V2 is then 18 + 4(5) = 38.
However, the higher order components of VI are also
used for temporary computational storage (by subroutine
CONTROL) so that the length, as dimensioned, is
25 +4(5) = 45.
When supplied TIME and the expanded vector VI, sub
routine CLUSTER will computer V2 for use by DIFEQ in
the solution of cluste red-body dynamics.
The appending of variables to the lower positions of
VI (and V2) is provided to allow for testing of discontinu
ities. THETA is compared to the specified angle at re
lease, THE TAR, in the termination phase of each inte
gration step. If THETA exceeds THE TAR, the step is
adjusted so that THETA fails just short (within an error
tolerance) of THE TAR and a flag (ICHECK) is returned
indicating that a discontinuity has been encountered.
Actually, DIFEQ is set up so that the lower ICHECK
variables may be checked against the corresponding
upper-bound discontinuities (YUPPER) in COMMON/
DISCON/. In practice, both THETA(I) and L1(I) are so
checked.
When supplied TIME, VI and V2, the output subrou
tine PRINTIT produces the correct output and records
the appropriate plot points in an array (PARRAY) for
post-case plotting.

Both subroutine CLUSTER and SINGLE contain the
relevant calculations from the simplified trajectory
equations presented in Appendix B.
Control Equations
The control system is schematically illustrated in Figure
5. The airframe angular displacement ($ ) and angular
rate (6 ) are sensed about each of three body axes (roll,
pitch, and yaw). These are negated and summed (using
a rate weight-factor KR) to produce an error signal and
an error-signal integral. The latter are also summed
(using an integral weight-factor KI), multipied by the
displacement gain KD, and the resulting control com
mand is compared to the prevailing thrust vector deflec
tion (6 ). The difference, which represents the com
mand thrust vector velocity, is "flow" limited and inte
grated into deflection (subject to the restriction of
maximum deflection).
Subroutine CONTROL computes the error signal and
thrust vector deflection derivatives by operating on TIME
and VI and adds these to the highest six of the last seven
components of VI. If the thrust vector deflection, as sup
plied, is greater than the maximum deflections, CONTROL
limits these deflections.
Incorporation of a vertical accelerometer in the con
trol loops would have necessitated a lagged acceleration
feedback (additional equations) and was not considered
worth the effort.

Rigid-Body Equations
The rigid-body equations were derived by Program P3730
for cluste red-vehicle dynamics with three degrees of
rigid-body freedom for each auxiliary. The constraint
equations derived in Appendix A were used to eliminate
the variables XHI and ZHI and to substitute the unknowns
Tl and T2 (upper and lower link thrusts in links LI and
L2).
The solution of the cluste red-vehicle dynamics is ac
tually accomplished jointly by two subroutines: CLUSTER
and ARRAY. CLUSTER computes the acceleration of the
lower pseudo-link, LI, via the equations supplying the
exogeneous variable LlDD(t) and solves the linkage con
straint equation (Appendix A) as a function of TIME and
the state variables (VI). CLUSTER uses ARRAY, which
loads the A-array and C-vector of the matrix equation
AX + C = O in accordance with the clustered-vehicle
equations. ARRAY subsequently eliminates the variables
XHI and ZHI from the unknown vector (X) and substitutes
the unknown link loads Tl and T2 for each attached auxili
ary in accordance with the equations presented in Append
ix A. CLUSTER then solves for X = -A"1 C using the
Gaussian elimination method. It was found that this
method was faster (computer time) than the equivalent
analytical solution to a generally formulated matrix.
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Thrust Equations
Vehicle thrust produced by the main engines is computed
as a function of altitude, time from initiation of throttl
ing (or cutoff), desired thrust level, and number of
engines.
Ae rodynami c Equations
Vehicle trajectory equations are derived in Appendix B.
Aerodynamic coefficients are computed from data embeded in subroutine AERO and the resulting force and mo
ment components are computed.
Program Driver
Subroutine INPUTMH serves as the program driver. It
initializes the program, processes the free-form parame
tric data being input (similar to NAMELIST), initializes
the run, sequences the run logic, and post-processes the
stored data points for plots. INPUTMH contains exten
sive error traps to ensure that the correct programs and
correct data have been input. Multiple-run capability is
provided for in INPUTMH.

Figure 5. Control System Schematic.
Program Displays

Captive Trajectory System

Subroutine PRINTIT serves as the main program output
subroutine. Only diagnostic and program control output
are contained outside PRINTIT. Variables required
only for output (e.g., core-relative clearance and pilot
accelerations) are computed in PRINTIT to place these
computations outside the multipass integration loop.
Plot points are recorded per the plot request parameter
(ITEM).

The captive trajectory system6 permits the trajectory of
a body separating from another (stationary) body to be
determined experimentally in a wind tunnel. An analog
computer uses force and moment data from a balance
within the separating body to compute the resultant tra
jectory. Trajectory motion is simulated by the six-de
gree -of-freedom support shown in Figure 6.

Subroutine RDPLOT operates on the stored plot-point
array (PARRAY) and produces on-line printer plots.
Sequencing logic is contained in PRINTIT and reflects a
back-tracking of the plot-point storage logic.
Subroutine SCPLOT operates on selected components
of the plot-point array and produces SC 4020 computergraphic, time-lapse stills or 16mm movies, as
requested.

The simulation includes the aerodynamic characteris
tics of the separating body during and just after separa
tion, as influenced by the flow field generated by the
stationary body, together with the mass properties and
propulsion characteristics of the body itself. In this way,
the effects of body release position and attitude can be
studied.

WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF SEPARATING BODIES
(Note: This investigation was initially published in Ref.
5.)
Two separate maneuvers (for an abort and a normal
staging condition) were investigated experimentally in
the Convair High-Speed Wind Tunnel. Test objectives
were to obtain data on the aerodynamic interference
effects of two bodies in proximity, together with time
histories of the full-scale separation trajectories. Inter
ference data was incorporated into the digital separation
simulation, which had been suitably modified to more
closely approximate the tunnel test conditions. Compari
sons of the computer-simulated trajectories and the wind
tunnel captive trajectories are presented.
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Figure 6. Captive Trajectory Models in Supersonic Test
Section.

outputs are converted to aerodynamic coefficients, and
the actual position and angle outputs are processed into
full-scale parameters.

The model support, an electromechanical positioning
system with ail axes of motion contained within a single
mechanism, is independent of the stationary body. This
mechanism has an envelope of motion lying within a cube
about 30 inches on a side. Drive motors, located in a
case below the tunnel floor, are printed-armature elec
tric motors with extremely fast response characteristics.
Table 2 is a summary of system capabilities.

Description of Model Tests
The two steel models (Figure 6) are 1/194-scale replicas
of two of the elements in the launch configuration (Figure
1). By making the assumption that the core, using an
active control system, is able to remain reasonably un
disturbed from its original trajectory, it was practical
to support the core from the tunnel wall with a fixed
sting. The auxiliary containing the balance mechanism,
was then sting-mounted to the captive-trajectory mech
anism. Assembly and installation in the tunnel test sec
tion are shown in Figure 6.

The control system for the separating body model
serves both as a positioning control and as an interface
between the analog computer and the model support.
Back-emf from the electrical drive motors is used as a
feedback to the velocity control system. Two preselect
ed set points are available: one is a "home" position for
use during tunnel start and stop; the other is the "start"
position or point of initial separation.

Three types of tests at two Mach numbers, 1.63 and
4.0, were performed: single-element, traverse, and
captive trajectory. The single-element test — i.e.,
the auxiliary alone without the core present — provided
basic single-body data for determining incremental aero
dynamic interference effects.

After the free-stream flow has been established, the
analog computer computes the trajectory using model
strain-gage balance data in conjunction with body mass,
moment of inertia, rocket thrust, altitude, and other
data. This trajectory, transformed into velocity com
ponents, is then supplied to the support control drive
motors, thus positioning the separating model in a
smooth, accurate simulation of the separation trajectory.
The analog program is time-scaled; thus, what is seen
is an apparent slow-motion movement of the separating
body through its separation trajectory. The balance
Table 2.

The traverse test provided aerodynamic interference
data between core and auxiliary over a wide range of
auxiliary placements. In this test, the effects of the flow
field generated by the stationary core on the aerodynamic
characteristics of the auxiliary were continuously record
ed as the auxiliary was traversed by the captive trajectory
mechanism along the path shown in Figure 7. The auxili
ary angle of attack was held constant for each traverse.

Captive Trajectory Mechanism Capabilities.

ITEM

SPECIFICATION

Mach Number Range

0.5 to 4.0

Time Scale

10:1 to 80:1

Time, Drive Motor —
Full Stop to Full Speed

0.1 sec.

Finally, the capitive trajectory test simulated the ac
tual abort and staging maneuvers to see if there were un
anticipated problems and to evaluate various hinging and
release mechanism schemes. Flight conditions simulated
were:

Accuracy — Maximum Difference
Between Command & Actual Velocity * 0. 5% range
Maximum Velocity
Axial
Vertical

2.4 in. sec.
3. 0 in. /sec.

Horizontal

5.2 in. /sec.

Pitch

20.7 deg./sec.

Yaw

20.7 deg./sec.

Roll

55. 0 deg. /sec.

L

^-^
^/^

D) Gi 3>

Range of Movement
Axial

28 in. (transonic)
36 in. (supersonic)

Vertical

30 in.

Horizontal

30 in.

Pitch

± 45 deg.

Yaw

±45 deg.

Roll

± 300 deg.

GAP
^-* AUXILIARYxX f
'
<T
^

D^

*X'
/s
L—^'

<r i

———————————r
>

A (START)
——— STAGGER ———

Figure 7. Auxiliary Traverse Path for Mach 1.63, Includ
ing Coordinate System.
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At abort
Altitude

Table 3. Data for Full-Scale Trajectory Simulation.
49, 000 feet

Velocity

1,550 fps

Mach No.

1.63

Weight

(lb. )

485,397.0

Dynamic Pressure

458 psf

Center of Gravitya

(ft.)

53.0, -0.5

58.5, -0.8

LJQT

429,000.0

280,000.0

IYY

10,020,000.0

8, 030, 000. 0

Abort Maneuver (Mach 1.63)

Moments of Inertia

At staging

(slug-ft. 2 )

Altitude

163, 000 feet

Velocity

6, 883 fps

Mach No.
Dynamic Pressure

7.0

CORE

Thrust (per nozzle)b

294,301.0

'zz

10,000,000.0
0.0

0.0

*YZ

0.0

0.0

25,200.0

49.1 psf

Wind tunnel Mach numbers were 1. 63 and 4. 0, respect
ively. Both vehicles were assumed to be a gravity turn
(free fall), with the result that spatial orientation of the
auxiliary is given relative to the core. The core was
assumed to have full thrust at separation. Plume effects
due to core thrust were not simulated. Yaw and roll
motions were prohibited (although forces and moments
were measured), resulting in motion with only three de
grees of freedom. The analog computer was preprogram
med with the data of Table 3 so that it could scale the
booster motion to the full-sized booster. In addition,
values of the booster spatial coordinates and angular
orientation relative to the core and their derivatives
were introduced into the computer before release from
the point of initial separation. All controls were fixed
at zero deflection.

AUXILIARY

(lb. )

Density (lb./ft. 3 )

8,000,000. 0

59,000.0

382,000.0

0.0

0.012282

0.012282

Staging Maneuver (Mach 4. 0)
Weight

(lb.)

485,397.0

94,860.0

Center of Gravitya

(ft. )

53.0, -0.5

68.3, -2.6

Moments of Inertia

I^x

429,000.0

190,500.0

(slug-ft. 2)

IYY

JXY
!YZ

Thrust (per nozzle)b

(lb. )

Density (Ib.ft. 3)

10,020,000.0

4,920,000. 0

10,000,000.0

4,910,000. 0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

25,200.0

149,500.0

400,400.0

0.0

0. 00006669

0. 00006669

a. First number is XCG , aft of nose; second is ZCG , below ref.
waterline.
b. Two nozzles operating on core.

Schlieren movies were taken during all three types of
tests to facilitate correlation of data by aerodynamic
prediction techniques. Color movies were also taken
during captive trajectory runs.

1.63, note the change in the reference moment center
from the traverse data. Also shown is the variation of
vehicle angle of attack with time as well as the location,
full scale, of the booster eg with respect to the "mate"
(stagger = 0, minimum gap) position. The case present
ed in Figure 10 at Mach 1.63 is the abort maneuver occuring at a dynamic pressure of 458 psf. The linkage
system presumed (which result in these initial conditions)
is a simple hinge at the aft end of the vehicle. The aero
dynamic forces are used in performing the separation
maneuver by allowing the booster to rotate about the hinge
until it attains an angle of attack of 20 degrees. The
booster is then released with an initial pitch rate of 20
degrees per second (simulation results). As can be seen
from the variation of x, z, and a. with time, the booster
separates cleanly and recovers from the maneuver with
out requiring aerodynamic control or reaction control
systems. Less than a 2g loading is exerted on the pilot
from the effects of gravity and the angular acceleration
about the eg. The simulation of the separation maneuver
was performed with a simplified version of the digital
computer program discussed above. Aerodynamic forces
were provided for the program from the single-element

Test Results
Sample data from the traverse test illustrating interfer
ence effects on the auxiliary longitudinal characteristics
caused by the core flow field is presented in Figures 8
and 9. Increments in the forces over the single-element
(isolated body) data may be deduced from the figures as
a function of angle of attack for the two chosen auxiliary
locations on the traverse path (Figure 7). These incre
ments are significant and are due primarily to interac
tion of the core bow shock with the auxiliary surface.
Interference effects at Mach 1.63 change the trim angle
of attack without affecting stability. At Mach 4. 0, the
interference effects increase the stability of the auxili
ary at low angles of attack, as well as changing the trim
angle of attack. The drag data showed only minor inter
ference effects.
Full-scale time histories of the auxiliary forces and
moment are presented in Figures 10 and 11. At Mach
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• ISOLATED BODY
A STAGGER = 0,GAP = 0.021 L
• STAGGER = L, GAP = 0.521 L

ANGLE OF ATTACH VARIATION FROM
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COEFFICIENT(C N )
0.5

NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT (C.,)
N

0.1

0.03

0.02

0.01

-0.01

-0.02

PITCHING MOM.ENT COEFFICIENT (C )
m

0.03

0.02
0.01 "
0
-0.01
-0.02
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT (C )

-0.03

Figure 9. Interference Effects on Longitudinal Charac
teiistics. Traverse Data. Mach4 , Re = 9.69 x 10b .
In comparison of the traverse and captive trajectory
data, it was found that the value of C at t = 0 a- 10
degrees in Figure 11 did not check with the correspond
ing value of Cm in Figure 9. As of this writing, an ac
ceptable explanation for this discrepancy is yet to be
found.

Figure 8. Interference Effects on Longitudinal Charac
teristics. Traverse Data. Mach 1.63, Re = 5.01 x
106.
and traverse tests. As is shown in Figure 10, the cor
relation is quite acceptable.
At Mach 4, the simulation of a normal staging maneu
ver shows the effects of aerodynamics to be small since
q is only 50 psf. This value was verified by setting q
equal to zero in the post-test computer simulation. Ini
tial conditions for the maneuver are a release angle of
10 degrees and a pitch rate of 20 degrees per second
(again, the results of a simple hinge linkage system).
The booster appears to separate cleanly (see Figure 11),
but the lack of substantial aerodynamic forces and mo
ments precludes recovery from the initial movement in the
time interval investigated. This is shown by a. increas
ing monotonically with time. Recovery will eventually
come from the effects of aerodynamic controls or reac
tion control system motors. A comparison with the
computer simulation again shows good agreement.
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TYPICAL STUDY RESULTS

The stage separation system presented in the outgrowth
of many Convair studies to configure a reliable stage
separation system for multibody clusters. The selected
system uses an aft-hinge linkage system to rotate/trans
late two booster (auxiliary) elements away from the stillaccelerating orbiter (core) until a reasonable life vector
is obtained. The auxiliaries are then disengaged and,
being lifing bodies, fly away from the accelerating core
and its engine plumes as illustrated in Figure 12. This
study is fully documented in Ref. 7.
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Figure 10. Captive Trajectory Time Histories Compared with Computer Simulation
Results. Mach 1. 63, Re = 5. 01 x 106 .
Separation Linkage

interference between vehicles as the booster rotates
about the aft pivot during the stage separation sequence.
The inertia and aerodynamic forces cause the boosters
to rotate outward while the linkage unfolds, thus provid
ing clearance between the aft ends of the vehicles. The

The stage separation linkage (Figure 13) consists of ro
tating links, folded links, and a displacement control
member. The function of the linage is to prevent
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Captive Trajectory Time Histories Compared with Computer
Simulation Results. Mach 4, R = 9.69 x 106 .
e

displacement control member controls the rate at which
the folded link unfolds to extend the linkage. The forces
in the linkage are such that the displacement control
member (a hydraulic snubber) is always in tension during
the rotation phase.
The aft attachment points are located at the aft frame
of the orbiter thrust structure. These points form the
hinge line for the boosters to rotate away from the orbit
er during separation. The two aft points have their inter
face at the outer contour line of the core. Two tension
members and the stage separation linkage reach out from
the boosters to the attachment points on the core.
Before staging, the two tension members carry the z
direction forces and the stage separation linkage carries
the lateral (y) forces. Upon staging, the two tension
links are separated simultaneously with the forward
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attachment point. The stage separation linkage, includ
ing pivot fittings, is separated at the interface line when
the boosters reach the desired rotation angle.
After separation, the linkage system is retracted by
the displacement control member (now used as an actu
ator) into the booster vehicle heat shield (Figure 13!).
The linkage members have thermal protection on one
side so that the vehicle lower surface is flush and therm
ally protected when the linkage is retracted. The link
age is isolated from the aft end structure by a thin-gage,
heat-resistant metal box to prevent hot gases from
entering the vehicle if the seals around the retracted link
age leak.

STAGING
7,000 FPS
170,000 FT.

tion thrusters or main thrust engines.) Upon sensing
the combined depletion signal (both interstages and intrastage), a thrust termination signal is sent to both auxili
aries and the orbiter begins a preprogrammed throttle
mode. Fast booster thrust termination is possible since the
vehicle's engine system propellant head is quite low be
cause it is approaching propellant depletion.

ORBITAL ELEMENT

Separation is initiated when booster thrust has reached
a "commit" level by releasing the forward attach points
and the two aft tension links (tied into the separation link
age). The boosters are then free to rotate about the aft ,
hinge and will do so under the combined aerodynamic and
inertia! reaction load provided by the still-thrusting
orbiter element. Nearly symmetric booster rotations
are obtained due to the nearly identical mass properties
of the depleted booster elements (the dominate force
term).

Figure 12. Three-Element Space Shuttle Operations
Profile.
Separation Sequence
Auxiliary elements would thrust to propellant depletion,
subject only to maintaining the aerodynamic pressure at
staging of not less than 50 psf. (This minimum pressure
is required to afford sufficient lift to enable the boosters
to "fly" off the core without resorting to lateral separa-
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When the desired booster rotation angles are obtained,
the linkage system is separated flush with the orbiter
skin-line by redundant explosive nuts. The displacement
control member is then used as an actuator to retract the
linkage into the vehicle heat shield and provide additional
clearance.

Separation Clearance and Loads
A major concern of the tradeoff study7 was to provide
clearance between the booster afterbody and the orbiter
main engines (initially) and the engine exhaust plume
shock region. It was demonstrated that, even with the
very large afterbody extension proposed at that time, it
was possible to provide suitable clearance with the engine;
the afterbody could, however, dip into the air shock
boundary layer generated by the orbiter engine plumes.
Typical orbiter-relative trajectories are presented in
Figure 14 for the initial motion. Figure 15 presents the
macro-view for one booster; the other booster is not
shown.

The boosters, upon disengagement, initiate a capture
maneuver (with the aid of their aerodynamic control sur
faces or a reaction control system) and trim to high lift.
The orbiter element, having been programmed to mini
mum (idle) thrust, remains at idle thrust to enhance
clearance between the vertically accelerating orbiter
engine plumes and the decelerating but lifting boosters.

Any shortening of the booster afterbody or locating the
separation hinge point closer to the booster base will sub
stantially improve the clearance situation. Adjusting the
separation linkage system (lengthening the forward fixedlength links) and changing the link extension profile (L1DD)
can be expected to enhance clearance further, but was not
pursued. Relocating the orbiter configuration engines to
be in line with the pitch axes would virtually eliminate the
clearance problem. Figure 16 presents typical link loads
during attached rotation.

When sufficient clearance is established, the orbiter
is brought back to the desired throttle ratio and continues
on its mission. The upper booster initiates a 180-degree
roll to reorient its lift vector to minimize its apogee
altitude. Both boosters hold high lift through apogee and
until sufficient dynamic pressure again becomes avail
able to initiate a 180-degree roll for entry.
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-20 -

-30

\^ ORBITER
\ ENGINE

ORBITER THRUST THROTTLED AT 35% PER SEC. TO 10%
BOOSTER TRIMMER AT -10 DEC. UNTIL RELEASE
NOSE JET FIRED AT RELEASE

-40
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At = 5.4 SEC.

-60
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Figure 14. Separation Trajectories for Various Release Angles with Nose Jet.
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In conjunction with the analysis of space-shuttle separation,
a digital computer simulation was developed to analyze
the separation dynamics of hinged or linked lifting-entry - vehicle clusters. The program computes the kinematics
of separation of as many as five auxiliary (booster) ele
ments attached around the periphery of a central core
(orbiter) element in six rigid-body degrees of freedom
for the core plus three for each auxiliary element.
After separation, all elements are computed in six
degrees of freedom.
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Ail vehicles are assumed to be lifting-entry vehicles.
Calculations include the aerodynamic properties of both
auxiliary and core elements, as well as aerodynamic
interference obtained from wind tunnel tests. Excellent
correlation of simulation results and empirical results
from model tests validates the post-separation simulation
fidelity.
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Several separation mechanism options are accommo
dated in the simulation, including rear pivot, actuated
linkages, and lateral thrusters. The program computes
the separation clearances and linkage interconnect loads
and displays them and other desired outputs in both tabu
lar and line plot form. Special separation time-lapse
stills or 16mm motion pictures are available through
off-line computer graphics.
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linkage loads obtained can result in a reasonable separa
tion system design. Clearance results for the nominal
and abort separation conditions are typified in the timelapse stills of Figures 15 and 17. The effects of aero
dynamic interference are clearly evident for the abort
case of Figure 17. Special computer graphics and realtime motion pictures assist in visualizing the separation
maneuver in time-space.
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Figure 15. Typical Output Display for Nominal Separation.

Developmental as well as final versions of the program
have been used to evaluate numerous study configurations.
All results to date indicate that the interconnection
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Figure 16. Link Load History, Nominal Staging.
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SAMSO-TR-69-348, "Space Transportation Systems
Study, " Volume III, "FR-4 Studies, Study Trades
and Conclusions," (Confidential), Section 19.12,
"Separation System Analysis" (unclassified);
November 1969.
Kuchta, B.J., and Ring, R. C., "Simulation of
Manned Maneuverable Re-Entry Vehicles," pp 17,
Equation 13; Convair division of General Dynamics
Report GDC-ERR-AN-981, January 1967.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF LINKAGE CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS
A description of the two linkage systems was provided
centered about Figure 3. The equation derivation for
both systems is presented in this appendix.
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-420.
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Figure 17.

Typical Output Display for Abort Separation
(Near Maximum q).
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The Beta and* Gamma Equations
The derivation will first be accomplished for the more
complex swingbar linkage system. Referring to Figure
3, the diagram on the right, the L2 pivot, auxiliary end
is located a distance L2 sin y outboard, normal to the
core centerline. From the two components which make
up this distance, an identity
L2 sin y = LI sin j3 + LA sin Q

(A-2)

results. A similar identity results from the components
which make up the distance along the core
LC + L2 cos y = LI cos ft + LA cos 6

(A-3)

Eliminating y by squaring both sides and adding
L22 = LI 2 + LA2 + LC2 + 2L1LA cos(j3-8)
-2LC (LI cos ft + LA cos 6)
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(A-l)

(A-4)

Equation A-4 is a general transendental relation be
tween 0 and ft . Being transendental it is not useful in
solving for ft in terms of 0 . Rearranging Equation A-4
in terms of the unknown ft ,
(LI + LA + LC

- L2 ) - 2LALC cos 9
2L1LA sin 6

(LC - LA cos Q)
———————LA
sincos
9 ft =
providing the denominator does not vanish, i.e., provid
ing 0^0.
With this restriction, we can write
-A cos ft + B = -sin ft

(A-5)

Note that A and B are in terms of the endogeneous vari
ables LI and 9 and the constants L2, LA and LC; that is,
A and B can be computed. Squaring both sides, we obtain
(A2 + 1) cos 2 ft - 2AB cos ft + (B2 - 1) = 0

cos y = (LI cos ft + LA cos 0 - LC)/L2

(A-8)

providing L2 ^ 0. A program restriction insures that
Ll>0, L2> 0, LA> 0 and LC ^ 0.
Referring to Figure 3 and the simple hinge (LC = 0),
angle 180 - (ft - Q) may be solved by the law of cosines
L22 = LI 2 + LA2 + 2L1LA cos (j8 - 0)
Note that this is equivalent to Eq. A-4 with LC = 0. In
this instance, however, a considerably simpler solution
results.

and solving for cos ft
cos ft = (AB ± /(A2 + 1) - B 2)/(A2 + 1)

The remaining problem — which solution of Eq. A-6
to use — can be solved by examining both solutions.
Figure A-l illustrates that minus the radical gives the
desired solution. Plus the radical is the solution for an
initially decreasing ft and a rather limited ft range.
Not only is this solution undesirable mathematically, but
care should be exercised to prevent the linkage system
from attempting to take this path. Thus Eq. A-6 (with
minus the radical) and A-7 (for0= 0) provide the solu
tion to ft given LI and 0 . It follows from Eq. A-3 that

(A-6)

cos (ft - 0 ) = (L22 - LI 2 - LA2 )/2L1LA

(A-9)

Further, Eq. A-3 (and, thereby, A-8) follows directly.

Unfortunately, the solution necessitated squaring both
sides and introduced another solution; it is not apparent
which sign of the radical is to be used. Further, the
radical could be negative, indicating no solution for ft
at that given 0 .

It is now apparent from the foregoing that Eq. A-l,
A-4 and A-8 apply equally well for both systems. Since
the solution to Eq. A-9 is much easier than the corres
ponding solution (A-6), Eq. A-9 is used to save run time
when LC = 0.

In a meaningful cluster of vehicles, 0 initiates near
zero and may get as large as 30 to 40 degrees. For
0=0, the sin ft term of Eq. A-5 vanishes and the solu
tion becomes simply

Constraint Equations

cos 0= (LI 2 + LA2 + LC2 -L2 2 - 2LALC)/2L1(LC-LA)
(A-7)
providing the denominator does not vanish: i.e., provid
ing LI ^ 0 or LC ^ LA. LI = 0 is an absurd condition
since it would imply the aft hinge points coincide, a
physical impossibility. If LA = LC when 0 = 0, then
LI = L2 and ft = y ; that is a parallelogram is formed.
Were this the case, 0= 0 is the only possible orientation
and infinitely many solutions result. That possibility
must be guarded against in any general computer program.
A similar situation cannot occur in Eq. A-6 since the de
nominator is at least unity. The possibility of a negative
radical (no solution) can be handled along with the 0=0
case by incrementing 0 until a solution results. This
device was found to be preferrable over aborting the run
in the prototype program. A plus unit increment was
used; incrementing is limited to +90 degrees.
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Derivatives needed to eliminate the constrained variables,
XHI and ZHI, follow directly by analytic differentiation
of Eq. A-l and A-4. This process is required to elimin
ate the unknowns DDXHI and DDZHI from the system and
to introduce the unknown link thrust (compressive load)
Tl (in LI) and T2 (in L2) in their place. Referring to
Figure 3, it can be seen that the linkage constraints will
produce forces (and moments) along (about) all three
axes of the core element (for arbitrarily placed auxili
aries) and forces along X and Z and moments about all
three axes of each auxiliary element. They can be easily
calculated and complete the constraint equation set.
APPENDIX B

SIMPLIFIED TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS

Let the core body axes be initially aligned in space with
the y-axis nearly normal to the orbit plane (plane of the
trajectory) and the x-axis nearly colinear with the earth-

PLUS RADICAL

MINUS RADICAL

0 =0, 15&30 DEC.

0 =0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25&30 DEC.

Figure A-l. Linkage System Solutions: LI = 8, L2 = 18, LC = 10, and LA = 20.
relative velocity vector. For small angles, a. is the
angle of attack and is measured from the x-axis to the
(projection of the) velocity vector in the pitch (x-z)
plane and ft is the sideslip angle and is measured from
the x-axis to the (projection of the) velocity vector in the
yaw (x-y) plane. By convention, a and ft are positive
for body^axis deflections of nose-up, nose-left; this
makes oe. left-handed by convention. Positive airframe
motions will add 9 to a in pitch and subtract ft from 0
in yaw. This initial core alignment is the programreference coordinate system.

XZERO = ALT sin (yn + a. ) + RANGE cos (y +a )
o
o
o
o
o o
YZERO = 0, (by choice)

(B-l)

ZZERO = -ALT cos (y + a ) + RANGE sin (y + a }
ooo
o
o
o
The instantaneous velocity vector in the program-refer
ence coordinate system is (for small ot and ft )
o
o
DXZERO = VEL cos (ft ) cos (a )
ooo
DYZERO = VEL sin (ft )

(B-2)

Initial Position and Velocity Calculations
The core is initially at altitude ALTQ and range RANGE Q .
The core x-axis is at an angle y Q + Of from the local
horizontal (y Q being the flight path angle, i.e., the angle
the velocity vector makes with the local horizontal).
Thus the initial position vector in the program-reference
coordinate system is
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DZZERO = VEL cos (ft ) sin (a )
o
o
o
where VELQ is the initial velocity vector magnitude.
Gravitational Components
The gravitational acceleration can be approximated from
an inverse-square field by

GALT » GMMV(RALT) - GZERQ (RZERO/(RZERO
+ ALT0' »2
'

where GZERO » GMMV(RZERO)2 = 32,169 and RZERO =
20,92 x If)6 is the mean, geo-radius. To this must be
added, the principal coreolis term (at altitude; i.e.,
ignoring earth rotation, The earth rotation contribution
at 150,000 feet is approximately 0,11 ft, /see, 2 whereas
the contribution of 7*937 fps at 11.5 degree is approxi- mateiy 2.9 ft. /sec. 2 .)
GALT. » -c/
4

RALT = -( VEL cos (y )/RALT)2 RALT
'
0
. O

So that the net gravitational acceleration at altitude is

(B-3)

'This approximation is reasonable over the range of sep
aration trajectories * 'The program-reference coordin
ate components for the core are then
GXC- -GALT sin (y+a)
GYC - 0

(B-4)

GZC * +GALT cos (y +01)

Ihe instantaneous altitude and velocity for the core are
ALTC * XCOR sin (y + « ) - ZCOR cos (y +«: )
O
O'
" O

VEL * SQRT(DXCOB? + DYGOR2

O

(B-5>

QAERO = QAERO

/Wf

EXP ({ALT -ALT)/23,800)
o
(B-7)

which, is a particularly good approxi.ma.tion, in that it
locally approximates QAERO about QAERO .
o

_Appli cation, of the Above to the I* Auxiliary
The 1™ auxiliary, when attached (see Figure 3), is lo
cated on the periphery of the core at a position, obtained
'toy rotating an, angle AHI(I) about the program- reference
x-axis, a translation PHI(I) and RHI(I) along the rotated
program-reference x - and z-axes, a rotation THE(I) about the rotated program-referenced y-axis, a transla
tion -ZHI(I) and +XHI(I) along the rotated program-ref
erenced 2- and x-axes. Consequently, the program- ref
erence coordinate system for an auxiliary after discon
nection differs from that of the core by the initial rota
tion Afflp) about the x-aaes.
While still connected, the altitude and velocity of an
auxiliary differs so slightly from those of the core that
values obtained for the core (Equation B-5) apply as well
to each attached auxiliary. However, the angles of attack
and sideslip become
ALPHA(I) = ALFHAC C:AHI(1| - BE TAG SA.HIi|I)

where (XCOR, YCOR.
and (DXCOR,
DZCOR) are the instantaneous position and velocity coodinates in the program-reference coordinate system*

(B-C)
= BETAC

The angles of attack and, sideslip arise from varia
tions In the velocity components as well aa airf rame
rotations from the program-reference (Initial) pointing
vector

+ ALPHAG SAHI|I|

in contrast to Equation B-6t where ALPHAC and BETAC
are necessarily small angles* Note "that SABI and 'CAM:!
stand for the sin(AHI) and cos(AHI). The angle THE la
the hinge-release angle aitd can approach 30 degrees.

ALPHAC » tan"1 (D2C&R/DKCOIO + RYCQR
BETA - W* (DYCQR/BXOQIQ - R2COR

RHO = E.XP (-ALT/23800)
so that

The use of this equation, provides for matching the de
sired dynamic pressure while still, providing a dropoff
of QAERO' with time,,

GALT » HVEL cos (y ))2 + GZERO RZERO2/
o
o
(RZERO + ALT ))/(RZERO + ALT )
o
o

where KHG1 is the atmospheric density at altitude. It
has been observed that RHO can be approximated .

*B~**

where RYCOR and RZCOR are smail rotations about the
core x and i; axes*

Once disconnected, the I "' auxiliary becomes a free
bodly whose coordinate system is "rotated "by All from that
of the core and is iultlaliied correspondinglLy. 'He alti
tude following disconnection must then be expressed
AL1(I) * XAUX iiaim (y
1 ' o +« o1>' -(YAUX SABKQ

The 4ynandc pressure may be expressed
Q&BRD '- 0* 5 RHD

cos (y

o
o
in contrast to Eq, B-5. Since the velocity, angle of attack
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and angle of sideslip are referenced to the auxiiiary coord
inate system, the velocity calculation and B-6 apply as
well to the I**1 auxiliary. Further, Eq. B-7 applies with
the proper altitude and velocity substitutions.
The constant graviational components must be simi
larly rotated

GX(I) = GXC
GY(I) = GYC CAHI(I) + GZC SAHI(I)
GZ(I) = GZC CAHI(I) - GYC SAHI(I)
as contrasted to Equation B-4.

APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF SINGLE -VEHICLE EQUATIONS
THE DERIVATION CONTAINED BELOW WAS DEVELOPED ON THE CDC-6400 DIGITAL COMPUTER
BY DIGITAL PROGRAM P3730.
FOR DETAILS ON THE USE OF THIS PROGRAM, PLEASE SEE
GDA-DDE-64-056, 'A FORTRAN IV PROGRAM TO DERIVE THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF
SYSTEMS', REVISION A, DECEMBER 1969.
THIS IS THE CARD OUTPUT OF P3730.
THE EQUATIONS IN USE IN SUBROUTINE SINGLE ARE A HAND-REDUCTION OF THESE.
THIS SYSTEM REPRESENTS A SINGLE BODY TRANSLATING AND ROTATING WITH-RESPECTTO AN INERTIAL FRAME WHERE ALL BUT ONE ROTATION CRY) IS PRESUMMED SMALL.
THIS SYSTEM REPRESENTS A MODERATE COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEM WHERE THE FORCES AND
MOMENTS ARE REFERENCED TO THE MASS CENTER AND BODY AXES.
MOMENTS ARE INPUT AS FORCE COUPLES DUE TO A PROGRAM RESTRICTION.
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FZ(K)
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Y 000
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X 000
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Z 000
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Y 000
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Y 000
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X 000
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U OCO

+ 0.5
+MZCK)
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U OCC

-0.5
-MZCIO
+MY(K)
U OOC

+ 0.5

-0.5

Z

+MX(iO
U OOC
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THIS IS THE X POSITION EXPANSION FOR THE MASS K
• <AX)*COS(RY)
~(AY>*COS(RY)*R2
+(AY)*SIN(RY)*RX
+(A2>*S1N(RY>
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(B-4f )

Y POSITION EXPANSION FOR THE MASS K
-(-MX(K))*COS(RY)
MY)
+(AX)*RZ
MAY)
-(AZ)*RX

EQUATION FOR THE VARIABLE RY

0*
DD(RY)*IY(K)
( MZ(K)

Z POSITION EXPANSION FOR THE MASS K

)*(-G.5)*RX
-( MX(K)
-(-MX(K) )*(-0.3)*RZ

-<AX)*SIN(RY)
MAY)*SIN(RY)*RZ
MAY)*COS(RY)*RX
+<AZ>*COS(RY)

EQUATION FOR THE VARIABLE RX
EQUATION FOR THE VARIABLE X

-00(RY)*IXY(K)
-D(RY)*D(RY)*IXZ(K)*RZ
-D(RY)*D(RY)*IYZCK)

+DD(X)*MASSCK)
-(FX(K) )*COS(RY)
MFY (K) >*COS(RY)*RZ
-<FY (K) )*SIN(RY)*RX
-<FZ<KM*SIN(RY>

-D(RY)*D(RY)*IZ(K)*RX

« C +MZ (* > > *COS (R Y ) #RZ
- (^MZ(K) ) *SIN(RY)*RX
-C-MY(K) )*SIN(RY)
-(-MZIH) )*COS(RY)*RZ
-<-MZCIO>*$IN(RY>*RX

-DD(RZ>*IXZCK>
-(-MY(K) )*(>
-OMY(K) )*(-0.5)*RZ
-C+MXCK) )*(^0.5)
-(-MX(K) )*(-0.3)

)*SIN(RY)
)*SIN(RY)

EQUATION FOR THE VARIABLE Y

EQUATION FOR THE VARIABLE RZ
Os
«>D(RY>*D<RY)*IXY(K)
-DD(RY)*IXZ(K)*RZ
-D(RY)*D(RY)*IXZ(K)*RX
-DDCRY)*IYZ(K)
-DD(RY)*IZ(K)*RX

+QDCY)*MASS(IO
-IFX(K)
>*RX

)*RX
+D(RX)*D(RY>*IYtlO
-D(RX)*D(RY)*IZ(K)
-DD(RX)*IXZ(K)
EQUATION FOR THE VARIABLE Z
Os
+DD(Z)*MASS(K)
-(FX(K) )*SIN(RY)
-(FY(R))*SINCRY)*RZ
-(FY(K) )*COS(RY)*RX
-(FZ«K))*COS(RY)

END OF CASE

-C~MY(IO)*COS(RY)
/*COS(RY)*RX
)*COSCRY)
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